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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1.  About KVARTA  
 

For more than 10 years, Kvarta has been developing products for Broadcasters and CATV providers. 

Our devices are used by major radio and television broadcasters and regulatory agencies. 

Broadcasting is our passion. We know what you want and we have designed many devices, which are 

perfectly adapted to your needs. These include RDS encoders, FM Radio monitors and CATV systems. 

KVARTA has a reputation for excellence and innovation among its clients and partners. 

Our monitoring devices and RDS/RBDS encoders are growing in popularity due to their reliability, 

quality and functionality at exceptional prices. All of our products have been designed for 

professional broadcast use and fully meet the standards. Our devices incorporate embedded web 

site and SNMP communication. 

 

1.2. About FM 
 

Frequency modulation, FM is widely used for a variety of radio communications applications. FM 

broadcasts on the VHF bands still provide exceptionally high quality audio, and FM is also used for a 

variety of forms of two way radio communications, and it is especially useful for mobile radio 

communications, being used in taxis, and many other forms of vehicle. 

In view of its widespread use, frequency modulation, FM, is an important form of modulation, 

despite many forms of digital transmission being used these days. 

FM, frequency modulation has been in use for many years. However its advantages were not 

immediately apparent. In the early days of wireless, it was thought that a narrower bandwidth was 

required to reduce noise and interference. As FM did not perform well under these conditions, AM 

predominated and FM was not used. However, Edwin Armstrong, an American engineer looked at 

the use of wideband FM for broadcasting and introduced the idea against the trend of the thinking of 

the time. 
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Since its first introduction the use of frequency modulation, FM has grown enormously. Now 

wideband FM is still regarded as a very high quality transmission medium for high quality 

broadcasting. FM, frequency modulation is also widely used for communications where it is resilient 

to variations in signal strength.  

[http://www.radio-electronics.com/info/rf-technology-design/fm-frequency-modulation/what-is-fm-

tutorial.php] 

1.1. About DAB 
 

Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) is a digital radio technology for broadcasting radio stations, used in 

several countries across Europe and Asia Pacific. 

The DAB standard was initiated as a European research project in the 1980s.The Norwegian 

Broadcasting Corporation (NRK) launched the very first DAB channel in the world on 1 June 1995 

(NRK Klassisk), and the BBC and SR launched their first DAB digital radio broadcasts in September 

1995. DAB receivers have been available in many countries since the end of the 1990s. DAB may 

offer more radio programmes over a specific spectrum than analogue FM radio. DAB is more robust 

with regard to noise and multipath fading for mobile listening, since DAB reception quality first 

degrades rapidly when the signal strength falls below a critical threshold, whereas FM reception 

quality degrades slowly with the decreasing signal. 

Audio quality varies depending on the bitrate used and audio material. Most stations use a bit rate of 

128 kbit/s or less with the MP2 audio codec, which requires 160 kbit/s to achieve perceived FM 

quality. 128 kbit/s gives better dynamic range or signal-to-noise ratio than FM radio, but a more 

smeared stereo image, and an upper cut-off frequency of 14 kHz, corresponding to 15 kHz of FM 

radio. However, "CD sound quality" with MP2 is possible "with 256..192 kbps". 

An upgraded version of the system was released in February 2007, which is called DAB+. DAB is not 

forward compatible with DAB+, which means that DAB-only receivers are not able to receive DAB+ 

broadcasts. However, broadcasters can mix DAB and DAB+ programs inside the same transmission 

and so make a progressive transition to DAB+. DAB+ is approximately twice as efficient as DAB due to 

the adoption of the AAC+ audio codec, and DAB+ can provide high quality audio with bit rates as low 

as 64 kbit/s. Reception quality is also more robust on DAB+ than on DAB due to the addition of Reed-

Solomon error correction coding. 

In spectrum management, the bands that are allocated for public DAB services, are abbreviated with 

T-DAB, where the "T" stands for terrestrial. 

More than 20 countries provide DAB transmissions, and several countries, such as Australia, Italy, 

Malta, Switzerland, The Netherlands and Germany, are transmitting DAB+ stations. See Countries 

using DAB/DMB. However, DAB radio has still not replaced the old FM system in popularity. Digital 

Video Broadcasting (DVB) is a suite of internationally accepted open standards for digital television. 

DVB standards are maintained by the DVB Project, an international industry consortium with more 

than 270 members, and they are published by a Joint Technical Committee (JTC) of European 

Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), European Committee for Electrotechnical 

Standardization (CENELEC) and European Broadcasting Union (EBU). 

[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_Audio_Broadcasting] 
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1.2. About HD Radio 
 

HD Radio is a trademarked term for iBiquity's in-band on-channel (IBOC) digital radio technology 

used by AM and FM radio stations to transmit audio and data by using a digital signal embedded “on-

frequency” immediately above and below a station's standard analog signal, providing the means to 

listen to the same program in either HD (digital radio with less noise) or as a standard broadcast 

(analog radio with standard sound quality). The HD format also provides the means for a single radio 

station to simultaneously broadcast one or more different programs in addition to the program being 

transmitted on the radio station's analog channel. 

It was selected by the U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in 2002 as a digital audio 

broadcasting method for the United States, and is the only digital system approved by the FCC for 

digital AM/FM broadcasts in the United States. It is officially known as NRSC-5, with the latest version 

being NRSC-5-C. Other digital radio systems include FMeXtra, Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) 

(Eureka 147), Digital Radio Mondiale (DRM30 and DRM+ configurations), and Compatible AM-Digital 

(CAM-D). 

As a standard practice, the kilohertz signal rate is written next to its corresponding data transfer rate 

kilobits/s or kbits/s in HD Radio documentation. While HD Radio does allow for an all-digital mode, 

this system currently is used by some AM and FM radio stations to simulcast both digital and analog 

audio within the same channel (a hybridized digital-analog signal) as well as to add new FM channels 

and text information. Although HD Radio broadcasting's content is currently subscription-free, 

listeners must purchase new receivers in order to receive the digital portion of the signal. 

As of May 2009, there were more stations in the world on the air with HD Radio technology than any 

other digital radio technology. More than 1,900 stations covering approximately 84% of the United 

States are broadcasting with this technology, and more than 1,000 HD2 and HD3 multicast channels 

are on the air. According to iBiquity's website, the "HD" is simply a brand name and has no meaning. 

There is no connection with high-definition television (HDTV), although like HDTV the HD Radio 

specification provides enhanced capabilities over the old analog format, such as 5.1 surround sound. 

The FM hybrid digital/analog mode offers four options which can carry approximately 100, 112, 125, 

or 150 kbit/s of lossy data depending upon the station manager's power budget and/or desired range 

of signal. The HD Radio also provides several pure digital modes with up to 300 kbit/s bitrate, and 

enabling extra features like surround sound. Like AM, pure digital FM provides a "fallback" condition 

where it reverts to a more-robust 25 kbit/s signal. 

FM stations have the option to subdivide their datastream into sub-channels (e.g., 88.1 HD1, HD2, 

HD3) of varying audio quality. The multiple services are similar to the digital subchannels found in 

ATSC-compliant digital television using multiplexed broadcasting. For example, some top 40 stations 

have added hot AC and classic rock to their digital subchannels to provide more variety to 

listeners.[13] Stations may eventually go all-digital, thus allowing as many as three full-power 

channels and four low-power channels (seven total). As defined by iBiquity these channels could be 

sub-divided into CD-quality (100 kbit/s), FM-quality (25-50 kbit/s), AM-quality (12 kbit/s), or Talk-

quality (5 kbit/s) channels. Alternatively, they could broadcast one single channel at 300 kbit/s. 

Where the digital signal fails, the analog signal is used as a fallback for the main digital channel 

(normally HD1), requiring synchronization of the two. Current FCC rules require that one channel be 
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a simulcast of the analog signal. In some cases, particularly during tropospheric ducting events, an HD 

Radio receiver will lock on to the digital sidebands of a distant station, even though there is a much 

stronger local analog-only station on the same frequency. With no automatic identification of the 

station on the analog signal, there is no way for the receiver to recognize that there is no correlation 

between the two. (Station identification is sent by voice, or as RBDS data, but not all stations use 

RBDS.) The listener can possibly turn HD reception off (to listen to the local station, or avoid random 

flipping between the two stations), or enjoy listening to the distant stations and trying to get a 

station ID.  

[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HD_Radio] 

 

2. DAB Monitor V2 Kvarta 

2.1. INCLUDED ACCESSORIES 
 

In your package, you should receive: 

• Your DAB Monitor V2 

• Quick start notice 

• AC main power cord 

• Straight Ethernet cable  
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2.2. GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS OF THE DAB MONITOR 
 

Communication ports 
Ethernet 100baseT – Web Server and UDP/TCP (SNMP/ASCII) 

Frequency range 
FM/HD Radio Frequency Range 76 MHz –108 MHz,  

DAB Frequency range Band III support (168 MHz – 240 MHz) 

Demodulator 
FM Worldwide FM band support (76–108 MHz) 

HD Radio FM HD Radio™ support  

DAB/DAB+ Band III support (168–240 MHz) ETSI EN 300 401,  
ETSI TS 102 563 

RDS/RBDS Advanced RDS/RBDS decoder 

Audio decoder MPEG Audio Layer 2 (DAB) and HE-AAC V2 (DAB+) 

Measurements 
Level 0dBuV ÷ 63dBuV - DAB;  0dBuV ÷ 67 dBuV - FM (±2dBuV) 

SNR 0dB ÷ 20dB – DAB; 0dB ÷ 55dB – FM (±2dB)  

C/N 0dB ÷ 55dB – DAB (±2dB) 

Audio level (left); -50dB ÷ 5dB (±2dB) 

Audio level (right); -50dB ÷ 5dB (±2dB) 

RDS BER: 0% ÷ 100%  

RDS/RBDS Decoding 
Information PI, PS, MS, TA, TP, CT, AF, RT, TMC, ECC, LA, PTY, Group statistics 

Remote raw RDS data monitoring YES 

Monitoring 
Alarms Level(low, high), SNR(low), C/N(low), Audio left(low), Audio 

left(high), Audio right(low), Audio right(high), RDS BER(high) 

Maximum carriers/services Max DAB services 200; Max DAB carriers 38; Max FM carriers 38 

Log, E-mail, SNMP traps Available 

Power Supply 
Supply voltage 230V (115V optional) 

Voltage tolerance +/- 10% 

Main AC frequency 45-65 Hz 

Fuse 0.8A 

Consumption 10 VA 

Mechanical aspects 
Height 1U (44,5 mm) 

Width 483 mm 

Depth 220 mm 

Net weight 2,5 kg 

Info 
Updates Available 

Front panel LEDs Power supply, LAN, Alarm 
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3. Getting connected 

3.1.  Connecting to the embedded web site 

1. Connect the Ethernet cable between the RJ45 and the network..  

2. Open a Web browser (Mozilla ,Internet Explorer, …) and enter the encoder’s IP address ( Default: 
192.168.2.3) you just set in the previous step. Log in with the default username and password 
(admin/admin). The home page of the embedded web site is displayed:  

3.2.  LED Indication 
POWER – Indicates that power supply is available.  

LAN – Indicates LAN connection ON/OFF. 

ALARM - Indicates alarm or no lock for any of the received frequencies 

3.3.  Back panel 
 

Micro SD – 2GB containing configuration and web site files 

LAN – Ethernet connection 

BNC – RF Antenna input 

IEC Connector – AC Power Supply connection 230V (115V optional) 
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4. CONFIGURATION AND OPERATION 

4.1. Configuring single carrier measurements (STREAMING) 
 

 Open the embedded web page and click RADIO -> Config 

 Mode should be STREAMING as it is in the picture below 

 Connect the RF Antenna 

 Select the modulation type FM/DAB/HD Radio 1 

 Type the frequency/channel of the monitored carrier 

 Click Save & Tune 

 

 You can search tune next or previous radio station by pressing the buttons “<<” and “>>” 

 Pressing the RDS button will open RDS/RBDS Detailed decoding page  

 

                                                           
1 Depends on the DAB Monitor model 
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4.1.1. Radio Measurement Status 
 

 Checking the status and measured values 

 Click RADIO -> Status  

 To listen to a specific radio station you need to select a channel from DAB Ensemble by 

clicking to one of the green boxes with the services. (on the picture below the selected 

service is (SCHLAGERPARADIES) 

 

NOTE: Yellow services are only data services. 

 

This web page constantly displays the measured parameters – Level, SNR, CNR, Audio left, Audio 

right and other measurements depending on the modulation type 

4.1.2. Remote listening to audio 
 

• Pressing “PLAY” button will open pop up window with embedded audio player in the web 

page. The device will start streaming audio for the currently received radio service.  

http://www.kvarta.net/
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• NOTE: This requires flash plugin to be installed in the web browser or HTML 5 support.

 

 

4.1.3. RDS/RBDS Status 
 

 While in FM modulation 

 Pressing the RDS button will open RDS/RBDS Detailed decoding page 

  

http://www.kvarta.net/
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4.2. Configuring multiple carrier monitoring (MONITORING) 

 
 Open the embedded web page and click RADIO -> Config 

 Click MONITORING to enable scan/monitoring mode 

 

 

 Below the monitored carriers there is a list with the active alarms. If the alarm is in gray color 

it means the device has detected this condition but needs to verify it with additional checks. 

The count of additional alarm checks is set in RADIO -> Alarms web page. When the alarm is 

confirmed it becomes active and the color changes to red. 

 Each alarm contains 6 columns:  

o Alarm – the name/type of the alarm (e.g. CARRIER: LOST), 

o Mode – the modulation type DAB/FM/HD Radio 

o Frequency – the frequency in MHz or channel for DAB 

o Name – the name of the carrier or service affected 

o Value – measured value, the unit depends on the type of the alarm 

o Threshold – the threshold value depending on the type of the alarm 
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4.2.1. Detailed Carrier Information 
 

• Pressing on the monitoring box for a specific carrier opens detailed monitoring information 

for that carrier. Each circle in the monitoring box displays different alarm status. If an alarm is not 

enabled the circle remains gray. If the circle is red that shows that a measured value is out of the set 

thresholds, green shows measured value is within the set boundaries. 

 

 

4.2.2. Add/Edit carrier 
 You can add frequency carriers by pressing the “Add new” link button at the end of the line 

showing modulation type. It then opens popup window for entering the new carrier settings 

information.  
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 Channel or Frequency should be set depending on the modulation type 

 Name of the carrier for easier identification should also be input, any other information 

relative to the carrier should also be set 

 Click Add button to add the new carrier to the monitoring list 

 NOTE: To edit a carrier on each carrier box there is edit image button in the upper right 

corner. 

 

4.2.3. Delete carrier 
• To delete a carrier on each carrier box there is delete image button in the lower right 

corner. 

 
 

• Press the “Delete” button to confirm the deletion or “Cancel” to cancel the 

operation. 
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4.3. Alarms 

4.3.1. Active Alarms 
NOTE: Alarms are only working while the device is in monitoring mode. 

 Click RADIO -> Alarms  -> Active Alarms 

 Shows currently active alarms. 

NOTE: If the alarm is in gray color it means the device has detected this condition but needs to verify 

it with additional checks. The count of additional alarm checks is set here. Value of 1 indicates that 

the alarm needs to be active 2 monitoring cycles in order to be activated. When the alarm is 

confirmed it becomes active and the color changes to red. 

 

4.3.2. FM Alarms 
 Click RADIO -> Alarms/Profiles -> FM Alarms 

 The alarm tick on the right enables this type of alarms.  

 The value in the box is the threshold for the specific alarm 

 Level LOW/ Level HIGH – minimum/maximum RSSI level in dBuV 

 SNR LOW – minimum signal to noise ratio in dB 

 RDS BER – maximum RDS decoding errors in % 
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4.3.3. DAB Alarms 
 Click RADIO -> Alarms/Profiles -> DAB Alarms 

 The alarm tick on the right enables this type of alarms 

 The value in the box is the threshold for the specific alarm 

 Level LOW/ Level HIGH – minimum/maximum RSSI level in dBuV 

 SNR LOW – minimum signal to noise ratio in dB 

 CNR LOW– minimum carrier to noise ratio in dB 

 FIB Errors - maximum FIB error count 

 

4.3.4. Audio Alarms 
 Click RADIO -> Alarms/Profiles -> Audio Alarms 

 The alarm tick on the right enables this type of alarms 

 The value in the box is the threshold for the specific alarm 

 Audio check time – time for audio measurement 

 Left audio LOW/ Left audio HIGH – minimum/maximum level of left audio in dB 

 Right audio LOW/ Right audio HIGH – minimum/maximum level of right audio in dB 

 

NOTE: Audio alarms are active both for DAB and FM modulations. 
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4.3.5. Data Alarms 

 Click RADIO -> Alarms/Profiles -> Data Alarms 

 The alarm tick on the right enables this type of alarms 

 The value in the box is the threshold for the specific alarm 

 Data check time – time for data bitrate calculation 

 Bitrate LOW – minimum bitrate in bps 

 

4.4. Log 
 Click RADIO -> Log -> Alarms log 

 Displays last 20 alarms that have occurred 

 

 Click RADIO -> Log -> Daily log - Alarms 

 Logs alarm in files 
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 Click RADIO -> Log -> Daily log – Scan 

 Logs measurements in files at a specific period 

 

4.5. E-mail client configuration 
 

NOTE: DAB Monitor supports Login authentication (no SSL). For assistance, please, contact us. 

 Click E-mail in the side menu 

 Set appropriate SMTP server and authentication configuration 

 Configure e-mail parameter and subject (can include alarm text using the macro <ALARM>) 
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4.6. SNMP configuration 
 

• Click RADIO -> Installation -> SNMP 

• NOTE: MIB file is automatically generated by the device depending on the version. 
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4.7. Charts 

4.7.1. Measurements View 
 Click Charts in the side menu to view a graphical representation of the RF parameters (works 

only in monitoring) 

 From the drop down list you can select Overview (all monitored carriers), FM, DAB, HD Radio 

(depending on the model) 

 The second drop down list is for the parameter you would like to observe in the chart – Level, 

SNR, CNR, etc. 
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4.7.2. Log view 

 Click Charts -> Log view in the side menu to view a graphical representation of how the 

measurements have changed over time 

 First dropdown is for the modulation type – FM, DAB, HD Radio (depending on the model) 

 The second drop down list is for the carrier that needs to be observed 

 The third dropdown is for the parameter – Level, SNR, CNR, etc. 

 NOTE: The log view maximum period is fixed to last 10 days. 
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5. GLOSSARY 
 

DAB – Digital Audio Broadcasting 

FM – Frequency modulation 

SNMP – Simple Network Management Protocol 

SMTP – Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 

5.1. RDS GLOSSARY 
 

AF - Alternative Frequencies list The list(s) of alternative frequencies give information on the various 

transmitters broadcasting the same program in the same or adjacent reception areas, and enable 

receivers equipped with a memory to store the list(s), to reduce the time needed for switching to 

another transmitter. This facility is particularly useful in the case of car and portable radios. 

CT - Clock Time and date Time and date codes should use Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) and 

Modified Julian Day (MJD). If MJD = 0 the receiver should not be updated. The listener, however, will 

not use this information directly and the conversion to local time and date will be made in the 

receiver's circuitry. CT is used as time stamp by various RDS applications and thus it must be 

accurate. 

DI - Decoder Identification and dynamic PTY indicator These bits indicate which possible audio 

modes are appropriate for use with the broadcast audio and to indicate if PTY codes are switched 

dynamically. 

ECC - Extended Country Code RDS uses its own country codes. The first most significant bits of the PI 

code carry the RDS country code. Their four bit coding structure only permits the definition of 15 

different codes, 1 to F (hex). Since there are much more countries to be identified, some countries 

have to share the same code, which does not permit unique identification. Hence there is the need 

to use the Extended Country Code. The ECC consists of eight bits. 

EON - Enhanced Other Networks information This feature can be used to update the information 

stored in a receiver about program services other than the one received. Alternative frequencies, the 

PS name, Traffic program and Traffic Announcement identification as well as program Type and 

program Item Number information can be transmitted for the other service. The relation to the 

corresponding program is established by means of the relevant program Identification. Linkage 

information, consisting of four data elements, provides the means by which several program services 

may be treated by the receiver as a single service during times a common program is carried. Linkage 

information also provides a mechanism to signal an extended set of related services. 

EWS - Emergency Warning System The EWS feature is intended to provide for the transmission of 

warning messages. These messages will be broadcast only in cases of emergency and will only be 

evaluated by special receivers. 
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IH - In House application This refers to data to be decoded only by the broadcast operator. Some 

common examples are identification of transmission origin, remote switching of networks and paging 

of staff. The applications of coding may be determined by each individual operator.  

ODA - Open Data Applications The Open Data Applications feature allows data applications, not 

previously specified in EN 50067, to be conveyed in a number of allocated groups in an RDS 

transmission. The groups allocated are indicated by the use of type 3A group, which is used to 

identify to a receiver the data application in use in accordance with the registration details. 

PI - program Identification This information consists of a code enabling the receiver to distinguish 

between countries, areas in which the same program is transmitted, and the identification of the 

program itself. The code is not intended for direct display and is assigned to each individual radio 

program or transmitter (US), to enable it to be distinguished from all others. One important 

application of this information would be to enable the receiver to search automatically for an 

alternative frequency in case of bad reception of the program to which the receiver is tuned; the 

criteria for the change-over to the new frequency would be the presence of a better signal having the 

same program Identification code. 

PIN - program Item Number The code should enable receivers and recorders designed to make use 

of this feature to respond to the specific program(s) that the user has pre-selected. Use is made of 

the scheduled program time, to which is added the day of the month in order to avoid ambiguity. 

PS - program Service name This is the label of the program service consisting of not more than eight 

alphanumeric characters which is displayed by RDS receivers in order to inform the listener what 

program service is being broadcast by the station to which the receiver is tuned. An example for a 

name is "Radio 21". The program Service name is not intended to be used for automatic search 

tuning and must not be used for giving sequential information. 

PTY - program Type This is an identification number to be transmitted with each program item and 

which is intended to specify the current program Type within 31 possibilities. This code could be used 

for search tuning. The code will, moreover, enable suitable receivers and recorders to be pre-set to 

respond only to program items of the desired type. The last number, i.e. 31, is reserved for an alarm 

identification which is intended to switch on the audio signal when a receiver is operated in a waiting 

reception mode. 

PTYN - program TYpe Name The PTYN feature is used to further describe current PTY. PTYN permits 

the display of a more specific PTY description that the broadcaster can freely decide (eg PTY=4: Sport 

and PTYN: Football). The PTYN is not intended to change the default eight characters of PTY which 

will be used during search or wait modes, but only to show in detail the program type once tuned to 

a program. If the broadcaster is satisfied with a default PTY name, it is not necessary to use 

additional data capacity for PTYN. The program Type Name is not intended to be used for automatic 

PTY selection and must not be used for giving sequential information. 

RP - Radio Paging The RP feature is intended to provide radio paging using the existing VHF/FM 

broadcasts as a transport mechanism, thereby avoiding the need for a dedicated network of 

transmitters. Subscribers to a paging service will require a special pocket paging receiver in which the 

subscriber address code is stored. 
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RT – RadioText This refers to text transmissions coded in accordance to the RDS/RBDS standards, 

primarily addressed to consumer home receivers, which would be equipped with suitable display 

facilities. 

TA - Traffic announcement identification This is an on/off signal to indicate when a traffic 

announcement is on air. The signal could be used in receivers to: 1. switch automatically from any 

audio mode to the traffic announcement 2. switch on the traffic announcement automatically when 

the receiver is in a waiting reception mode and the audio signal is muted 3. switch from a program to 

another one carrying a traffic announcement, according to possibilities available through EON. After 

the end of the traffic announcement the TA must be restored to ‘OFF’. 

TDC - Transparent Data Channels The transparent data channels consist of 32 channels, which may 

be used to send any type of data. 

TMC - Traffic Message Channel This feature is intended to be used for the coded transmission of 

traffic information. The coding is separately defined by a set of standards issued by CEN [ENV 12313-

1 and prENV 12313-2]. 

TP - Traffic Program identification This is a flag to indicate that the tuned program carries traffic 

announcements. The TP flag must only be set on programs that dynamically switch on the TA 

identification during traffic announcements. The signal shall be taken into account during automatic 

search tuning. 
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APPENDIX A - 

DAB MONITOR ASCII COMMAND SET 

A.1. DEFAULT VALUES 
 

Parameter Default Value 

IP 192.168.2.3 

Mask 255.255.255.0 

Gateway 192.168.2.1 

DHCP Disabled 

Web Server Enabled 

Web Server : <username>,<password> admin,admin  

CT synchronization: Enabled 

Time server IP : 129.6.15.28 

 

A.2. Configuration and special files on the device 

a. config.ini – Keeps all configuration information (windows 

configuration file) 

b. help.txt – ASCII commands description file 

c. ***.mib – SNMP MIB file 
 

A.3. ASCII COMMANDS 
 
--  
-- The 'GENERAL' group;                             
--  
 
IP                                  read-write     IP Address 
MASK                                read-write     Sub. network mask 
GATEWAY                             read-write     Gateway IP Address 
DHCP                                read-write     DHCP Enable/Disable 
DNS                                 read-write     DNS Server IP 
DNS_BY_DHCP                         read-write     DNS Server by DHCP 
CT_SERVER_ON                        read-write     Clock time server used 
CT_SERVER_IP                        read-write     Clock time server(RFC-868) 
CT_OFFSET                           read-write     Clock time offset 
CT_SUMMER_TIME                      read-write     Clock suumer time (+1 hour) 
DATETIME                            read-write     Get/Set Date & Time 
LOG                                 read-write     Logs All Ip connections 
USERNAME                            read-write     Set/Display username 
PASSWORD                            read-write     Set/Display password 
GUEST_USERNAME                      read-write     Set/Display Guest username 
GUEST_PASSWORD                      read-write     Set/Display Guest password 
TCP_TIMEOUT                         read-write     Timeout in seconds if no communication,close socket 
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VLAN_ON                             read-write     Outgoing VLAN On/Off 
TCP_VLAN                            read-write     Management VLAN 
MODEL                               read-only      Device model 
VERSION                             read-only      Firmware version 
DEVICE_NAME                         read-write     Name of the device(Location) 
WEB_SNMP_SERVER                     read-only      SNMP Server On/Off 
WEB_SMTP_AUTH                       read-only      E-mail authentication On/Off 
WEB_SMTP_ALARM                      read-only      E-mail alarms On/Off 
MAC                                 read-only      Reads the MAC address 
CURRENT_IP                          read-only      Reads the current IP address 
CURRENT_MASK                        read-only      Reads the current sub. network mask 
CURRENT_GATEWAY                     read-only      Reads the current gateway IP address 
DHCP_STATUS                         read-only      Reads DHCP status 
UPDATE_AVAILABLE                    read-only      Reads if there is update available 
UPDATE_START                        write-only     Starts the update 
ONLINE_UPDATE                       write-only     Download update from www.kvarta.net 
LOG_ALARMS                          read-write     Daily Log - ALARMS 
LOG_SCAN                            read-write     Daily Log - SCAN 
LOG_SCAN_TIME                       read-write     Daily Log - SCAN - Minimal log time (in minutes) 
 
--  
-- The 'WEB' group;                                 
--  
 
WEB.SERVER                          read-write     Embedded Web Server On/Off 
WEB.PORT                            read-write     TCP port of the web server(Default:80) 
WEB.FILTER                          read-write     Allowed HOST IP to connect to the web server 
WEB.VLAN                            read-write     VLAN of the web server 
 
--  
-- The 'TCP' table;                                TCP UDP Ports 
--  
 
TCP(?).TYPE                         read-write     Remote port TCP/UDP/OFF 
TCP(?).PORT                         read-write     Remote port TCP/UDP port number 
TCP(?).FILTER                       read-write     Remote port input IP filter 
TCP(?).PROTOCOL                     read-write     Remote port protocol ASCII/SNMP 
TCP(?).VLAN                         read-write     Remote port VLAN 
 
--  
-- The 'SNMP' group;                                
--  
 
SNMP.SERVER                         read-write     SNMP Server On/Off 
SNMP.RO_PASSWORD                    read-write     SNMP read only community string 
SNMP.RW_PASSWORD                    read-write     SNMP read write community string 
SNMP.TRAP_PORT                      read-write     SNMP Traps destination port 
SNMP.TRAP_PASSWORD                  read-write     SNMP trap password 
SNMP.TRAP_SERVER1                   read-write     SNMP trap server(1) IP 
SNMP.TRAP_SERVER2                   read-write     SNMP trap server(2) IP 
SNMP.TRAP_SERVER3                   read-write     SNMP trap server(3) IP 
SNMP.TRAP_SERVER4                   read-write     SNMP trap server(4) IP 
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--  
-- The 'SMTP' group;                                
--  
 
SMTP.SEND                           COMMAND        SMTP Send e-mail command 
SMTP.ALARM                          read-write     SMTP e-mail alarms Enable/Disable 
SMTP.SERVER                         read-write     SMTP server url address 
SMTP.PORT                           read-write     SMTP server port 
SMTP.AUTH                           read-write     SMTP authentication enable/disable 
SMTP.USER                           read-write     SMTP authentication username 
SMTP.PASSWORD                       read-write     SMTP authentication password 
SMTP.FROM                           read-write     E-mail From address 
SMTP.TO                             read-write     E-mail To address 
SMTP.CC                             read-write     E-mail CC address 
SMTP.BCC                            read-write     E-mail BCC address 
SMTP.SUBJECT                        read-write     E-mail subject.Macro <ALARM> can be used. 
SMTP.TEXT                           read-write     E-mail signature 
 
--  
-- The 'COMMANDS' group;                            
--  
 
FACTORY_RESET                       COMMAND        Software reset (except IP) and reboot of the device 
RESTART                             COMMAND        Software reboot of the device 
 
--  
-- The 'TUNER' group;                               
--  
 
SCAN                                read-write     Set SCAN On(Monitoring) or Off(Streaming) 
TUNER_MODULATION                    read-write     Tuner mode: FM/DAB 
FM_FREQ                             read-write     FM Tune frequency 
DAB_CHANNEL                         read-write     DAB Tune channel 
DAB_SERVICE                         read-write     DAB Tune service 
TUNE                                COMMAND        Tune 
TUNE_UP                             COMMAND        Search up 
TUNE_DOWN                           COMMAND        Search down 
TUNE_DAB_CHANNEL                    COMMAND        Tune to DAB channel 
ALARM_CHECK                         read-write     Alarm checks before sending e-mail or snmp trap. 
 
--  
-- The 'DAB_ALARMS' table;                         DAB alarms 
--  
 
DAB_ALARMS(?).LOST_ON               read-write     Carrier lost alarm On/Off 
DAB_ALARMS(?).LEVEL_LOW             read-write     Low level threshold in dBuV 
DAB_ALARMS(?).LEVEL_LOW_ON          read-write     Low level alarm On/Off 
DAB_ALARMS(?).LEVEL_HIGH            read-write     High level threshold in dBuV 
DAB_ALARMS(?).LEVEL_HIGH_ON         read-write     High level alarm On/Off 
DAB_ALARMS(?).SNR_LOW               read-write     SNR low level threshold in dB 
DAB_ALARMS(?).SNR_LOW_ON            read-write     SNR low level alarm On/Off 
DAB_ALARMS(?).CNR_LOW               read-write     CNR low level threshold in dB 
DAB_ALARMS(?).CNR_LOW_ON            read-write     CNR low level alarm On/Off 
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DAB_ALARMS(?).ERRORS_MAX            read-write     Max error count threshold 
DAB_ALARMS(?).ERRORS_MAX_ON         read-write     Max error count alarm On/Off 
 
--  
-- The 'AUDIO_ALARMS' table;                       AUDIO alarms 
--  
 
AUDIO_ALARMS(?).CHECK_TIME          read-write     Check time 
AUDIO_ALARMS(?).LEFT_LOW            read-write     Low level threshold in dB 
AUDIO_ALARMS(?).LEFT_LOW_ON         read-write     Low level alarm On/Off 
AUDIO_ALARMS(?).LEFT_HIGH           read-write     High level threshold in dB 
AUDIO_ALARMS(?).LEFT_HIGH_ON        read-write     High level alarm On/Off 
AUDIO_ALARMS(?).RIGHT_LOW           read-write     Low level threshold in dB 
AUDIO_ALARMS(?).RIGHT_LOW_ON        read-write     Low level alarm On/Off 
AUDIO_ALARMS(?).RIGHT_HIGH          read-write     High level threshold in dB 
AUDIO_ALARMS(?).RIGHT_HIGH_ON       read-write     High level alarm On/Off 
 
--  
-- The 'DATA_ALARMS' table;                        DATA alarms 
--  
 
DATA_ALARMS(?).CHECK_TIME           read-write     Check time 
DATA_ALARMS(?).BITRATE_LOW          read-write     Low bitrate threshold in bps 
DATA_ALARMS(?).BITRATE_LOW_ON       read-write     Low bitrate alarm On/Off 
 
--  
-- The 'FM_ALARMS' table;                          FM alarms 
--  
 
FM_ALARMS(?).LOST_ON                read-write     Carrier lost alarm On/Off 
FM_ALARMS(?).LEVEL_LOW              read-write     Low level threshold in dBuV 
FM_ALARMS(?).LEVEL_LOW_ON           read-write     Low level alarm On/Off 
FM_ALARMS(?).LEVEL_HIGH             read-write     High level threshold in dBuV 
FM_ALARMS(?).LEVEL_HIGH_ON          read-write     High level alarm On/Off 
FM_ALARMS(?).SNR_LOW                read-write     SNR low level threshold in dB 
FM_ALARMS(?).SNR_LOW_ON             read-write     SNR low level alarm On/Off 
FM_ALARMS(?).BER_HIGH               read-write     RDS BER high threshold in % 
FM_ALARMS(?).BER_HIGH_ON            read-write     RDS BER high alarm On/Off 
 
--  
-- The 'F_FM' table;                               FM frequencies 
--  
 
F_FM(?).FREQUENCY                   read-write     Set channel 
F_FM(?).NAME                        read-write     Set MUX name 
F_FM(?).PROFILE                     read-write     Set alarm profile 
 
--  
-- The 'F_DAB' table;                              DAB frequencies 
--  
 
F_DAB(?).CHANNEL                    read-write     Set channel 
F_DAB(?).NAME                       read-write     Set MUX name 
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F_DAB(?).EID                        read-write     Set EID 
F_DAB(?).PROFILE                    read-write     Set alarm profile 
 
--  
-- The 'SERVICE' table;                            DAB services 
--  
 
SERVICE(?).CHANNEL                  read-write     Set service channel 
SERVICE(?).TYPE                     read-write     Set service type P/D flag Audio(0)/Data(1) 
SERVICE(?).SID                      read-write     Set service ID 
SERVICE(?).NAME                     read-write     Set service name 
SERVICE(?).C_COUNT                  read-write     Set service name 
SERVICE(?).REMOVE                   COMMAND        Command to remove the service from the list 
SERVICE(?).CID(?)                   read-write     Component ID 
SERVICE(?).ALARM(?)                 read-write     Component alarm 
 
--  
-- The 'S_CMD' group;                               
--  
 
S_CMD.DELETE_ALL_SERVICES           COMMAND        Command to delete all services from the list 
 
--  
-- The 'ACTIVE_ALARMS' table;                      Currently active alarms 
--  
 
ACTIVE_ALARMS(?).ALARM              read-only      Alarm message 
ACTIVE_ALARMS(?).MODE               read-only      Alarm mode 
ACTIVE_ALARMS(?).FREQUENCY          read-only      Alarm frequency 
ACTIVE_ALARMS(?).NAME               read-only      Alarm name 
ACTIVE_ALARMS(?).VALUE              read-only      Alarm value 
ACTIVE_ALARMS(?).THRESHOLD          read-only      Alarm threshold 
 
--  
-- The 'DAB_STATUS' table;                         DAB scan status 
--  
 
DAB_STATUS(?).CHANNEL               read-only      Channel 
DAB_STATUS(?).NAME                  read-only      Name 
DAB_STATUS(?).LEVEL                 read-only      Level 
DAB_STATUS(?).SNR                   read-only      SNR 
DAB_STATUS(?).CNR                   read-only      CNR 
DAB_STATUS(?).FIB_ERRORS            read-only      FIB ERRORS 
 
--  
-- The 'DAB_SERVICE_STATUS' table;                 DAB services status 
--  
 
DAB_SERVICE_STATUS(?).NAME          read-only      Name 
DAB_SERVICE_STATUS(?).SID           read-only      SID 
DAB_SERVICE_STATUS(?).CHANNEL       read-only      Channel 
DAB_SERVICE_STATUS(?).AUDIO_LEFT    read-only      Audio left in dB 
DAB_SERVICE_STATUS(?).AUDIO_RIGHT   read-only      Audio right in dB 
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DAB_SERVICE_STATUS(?).BITRATE       read-only      Data Bitrate in bps  
 
--  
-- The 'FM_STATUS' table;                          FM scan status 
--  
 
FM_STATUS(?).FREQUENCY              read-only      Frequency 
FM_STATUS(?).NAME                   read-only      Name 
FM_STATUS(?).LEVEL                  read-only      Level in dB 
FM_STATUS(?).SNR                    read-only      SNR in dB 
FM_STATUS(?).AUDIO_LEFT             read-only      Audio left in dB 
FM_STATUS(?).AUDIO_RIGHT            read-only      Audio right in dB 
FM_STATUS(?).RDS_BER                read-only      RDS BER in % 
 
--  
-- The 'SEARCH' group;                              
--  
 
SEARCH.START                        COMMAND        Start Full AUTO search! 
SEARCH.STOP                         COMMAND        Stop searching! 
 
--  
-- The 'RDS_MONITORING' group;                      
--  
 
START_MONITORING                    COMMAND        Start KVARTA RDS Monitoring 
STOP_MONITORING                     COMMAND        Stop KVARTA RDS Monitoring 
KEEPALIVE                           COMMAND        KEEPALIVE in Gewi RDS Monitoring 
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